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NAT FULL CHORUS OVER EXT. 

(nat full chorus)
'music'
SOT NANCY GRASMICKCOVER W/EXT'S.(MIX CHORUS AND ACTIVITIES SHOTS)BANNER - TOP HIGH SCHOOLCG - KENT ISLAND HS         STEVENSVILLE, MD                    

(sot nancy grasmick)
'you're seeing a high school which is very high performing -- a school that really has a vision for the future. When you look at the STEM curriculum -- the variety of activities that are offered to students -- to motivate them both in terms of academic performance and things that will enrich their lives.'
NAT FULL MUSIC

(nat full chorus)
'more music'
HOLDING CHORUS & NANCY WALK DOWN THE HALL 

(narrator track)
small wonder educators celebrate kent island high.
WS STUDENTS IN THE STUDY ROOM

ITs' STUDENTS do.


they love the school.
HOLDING SHOTS OF FIRST CLASS

and they're serious about their studies.
NAT SOT NICK IN 1ST CLASS CG - NICK TSELENTAKIS          KENT ISLAND HS SENIOR

(sot student)
'Having Advanced Placement under my belt will make it a little bit easier in college...'
NAT FULL DRAKECG - VALERIE DRAKE         KENT ISLAND HS SENIOR

(sot student)
'I feel like having an AP class will help me be able to read and comprehend it better.'
NSG - THANK YOU

(nat full nsg)
'Well good luck to all of you ....'
1ST CLASS - A.P.

(narrator track)
kent island students tackle a-P to such a degree they place in the top six-percent among high schools in the country.
SOT DENISE HERSHBERGERCG - DENISE HERSHBERGER         PRINCIPAL, KENT ISLAND HS

(sot denise hershberger)
'In the past, the situation has been -- there's a certain number of 'high flying students' quote - in an AP exam, or taking an AP exam or course. But what we're finding, it's more important -- the EXPERIENCE of taking the course, taking the exam, that's making them more successful when they leave us and go on to college.
SOT DENISE HERSHBERGER

(sot denise hershberger)
'So what we're doin' is tryin' to build their confidence.'
NAT FULL DANCE CLASS

(nat full dance class)
'music'
HOLDING VIDEO

(narrator track)
they sing in chorus --


they dance --

THEY SPEAK RIGHT UP ABOUT SCHOOL --:

NATFULL DANCE CLASS

(nat full dance class)
'tba'
NAT FULL STUDENT AND NSG

(nat full)
'What's your name again?'


NSG 'It's Nancy Grasmick.' (laughter) 'Yeah, state superintendent.'
STUDY HALL KIDS

(narrator track)
their likes, favorites and causes.
SOT STUDENT

(sot student)
'My most important part of my school experience has to be our drama...'
SOT'S STUDENTS

(sot student)
'SGA'
SOT STUDENT

(sot student)
'the coaches try to make you better...'



SOT STUDENT

(sot student)
'don't do deestructive things...not only for yourself, but for those who love you...'
SOT STUDENT

(sot student)
'Choir is so awesome .. I really was happy I got into concert choir...'
NAT FULL STUDENT

(nat full)
'we're awesome ... one of the best.'
NAT FULL CHOIR

(nat full choir)
'tba'
SOT NANCY GRASMICKHOLDING CHOIR --THEN WALKING SHOT NSG --THEN NANCY ONSCREENCG - NANCY GRASMICK         MD SCHOOLS SUPT'.

(sot nancy grasmick)
'This school really serves as an exemplar in many ways, because they've had huge success and when I intereacted with the students today it was obvious that not only are they dedicated to their academic performance, they'r ealso dedicated to the idea that they're going to enrich their lives by way of theater, music, leadership skills. And so these are the the .. students we want to produce when they exit our high schools.'
NAT FULL CHOIR

(nat full choir)
'tba'
HOLDING VIDEO & THEN EXTERIOR OF KENT ISLAND

(narrator track)
from kent Island high in queen anne's county, this is msde tv.
FADE TO BLACK

(fade audio)


